Adobe Creative Cloud for business

What's new?

There's always something new in Creative Cloud. The latest updates bring you productivity improvements, better ways to collaborate, and new asset types from Adobe Stock.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>New Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Adobe Photoshop CC      | • In-app search
                        | • Tighter integration with Adobe Experience Design CC (Beta)
                        | • Faster startup with Adobe Stock templates, 3D objects, and search
                        | • Enhanced Properties panel
                        | • Support for SVG color fonts
                        | • New Creative Cloud Libraries capabilities
                        | • Creative Cloud Assets improvements
                        | • Adobe Typekit Marketplace
                        | • Better overall performance                                               |
| Adobe Illustrator CC    | • Pixel-perfect artwork
                        | • Quicker to locate fonts
                        | • Easier to work with glyphs
                        | • Lower learning curve
                        | • Adobe Stock templates and search
                        | • New Creative Cloud Libraries capabilities
                        | • Creative Cloud Assets improvements
                        | • Typekit Marketplace
                        | • Font and text enhancements
                        | • Zoom to selection
                        | • Modern user experience                                                   |
| Adobe InDesign CC       | • New footnote capabilities
                        | • OpenType enhancements
                        | • Arrowhead scale control
                        | • Easier Adobe Stock search
                        | • New Creative Cloud Libraries capabilities
                        | • Creative Cloud Assets improvements
                        | • Typekit Marketplace
                        | • Adobe Animate CC integration                                             |
| Adobe Premiere Pro CC   | • Easier collaboration with Team Projects (Beta)
                        | • Improved captions
                        | • Lumetri Color enhancements
                        | • Accelerated Dynamic Link
                        | • Auto-aware VR
                        | • Direct publishing to Behance
                        | • Dynamic Link with Adobe Character Animator CC
                        | • Live Text template improvements
                        | • New getting started experience
                        | • Typekit font sync
                        | • Adobe Audition CC audio effects
                        | • Keyboard shortcut mapping
                        | • Easier ingest
                        | • Better performance
                        | • More native format imports                                               |
| Adobe After Effects CC  | • 3D rendering engine
                        | • Team Projects (Beta)
                        | • Real-time playback
                        | • Faster effects and interactive performance
                        | • Live Text Template improvements
                        | • Character Animator enhancements
                        | • Typekit updates
                        | • Creative Cloud Assets improvements
                        | • Shared templates
                        | • Date and time tokens                                                     |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>New Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Adobe Animate CC        | • Integrated virtual camera
                        | • Reusable components
                        | • Vector brush improvements
                        | • Collaboration with Creative Cloud Libraries
                        | • Easier export
                        | • Creative Cloud Assets improvements
                        | • Typekit Marketplace                                                      |
| Adobe Dreamweaver CC    | • New code editor
                        | • Developer workspace
                        | • CSS pre-processor support
                        | • Real-time browser preview
                        | • Ability to edit CSS while working with HTML
                        | • In-context CSS documentation
                        | • Multiple cursors for repetitive tasks
                        | • Modern UI
                        | • UI color themes
                        | • Creative Cloud Assets improvements
                        | • Typekit Marketplace                                                      |
| Adobe Experience Design CC (Beta) | • Next-generation layers
                        | • Reimagined symbols
                        | • Comments on shared prototypes                                           |
| Adobe Muse CC           | • Animate CC integration
                        | • Creative Cloud Assets improvements
                        | • Typekit Marketplace
                        | • Power zoom                                                              |
| Adobe Acrobat Pro DC    | • Text and image editing
                        | • Form filling and signing anywhere
                        | • Scans convertible to editable PDF files
                        | • Text reflow across pages
                        | • Mobile device integration                                               |
| Mobile apps             | • Adobe Capture CC—Capture inspirations and turn them into production-ready assets, available in a browser
                        | • Adobe Comp CC—Create comps using real assets and fonts
                        | • Adobe Preview CC—Preview mobile designs
                        | • Adobe Photoshhop Fix—Retouch photos
                        | • Adobe Photoshhop Mix—Edit mobile images                                 |
| Creative Cloud Libraries | • Ability to find similar in the Libraries panel
                        | • Dragging and dropping Adobe Stock search results onto canvas
                        | • New Illustrator and Photoshop capabilities                              |
| Adobe Stock             | • Deeper integration with Creative Cloud desktop apps
                        | • Wide range of asset types: images, graphics, videos, templates, and 3D assets
                        | • New visual search powered by machine learning                           |